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 A Wii U port of the game was released in North America and Europe in 2014. Gameplay Mighty Gunvolt is a platform game in
the style of Mega Man, a game series created by Capcom. Mighty Gunvolt is set on planets known as "Orbits". Each Orbit is
inhabited by an "Orbacterium" that has decided to use the planet to gather more of its own kind, having spread into different

environments on the planet. Each level begins with the player's character (Mighty Gunvolt) with an orb attached to his right arm,
which is the only way to gain momentum. He must jump and shoot to progress through each level. The player character can
absorb orbs to increase his weapon's power, which results in more damage. The player is tasked with defeating enemies and

stealing their orbs as they are needed. When the orb runs out, the player is knocked into the air until their next orb is taken. If
the orb is shot before it is placed, it drops down a hole and is lost. When an orb is collected, it can be returned to the orb

chamber at the end of each level to be used for later. Mighty Gunvolt can use several different types of orbs, each with their
own unique purpose. Orb types are: Raw Power Orb: All powerful orbs that deal damage equal to the amount of orbs the player
has collected. Once the Raw Power Orb has been collected three times, it is upgraded into an Echo Orb. The player can use Raw

Power Orbs as a shield to protect themselves from damage. Power Orb: A type of orb that deals damage based on how much
power the player has collected. The damage dealt by a Power Orb will increase as the player collects more orbs. Big Orb: While
the player has collected less than 10 orbs, the Big Orb will not be able to be used. Once the player has collected 10 orbs or more,

the Big Orb will be used. Shield Orb: The player can only use the Shield Orb after the first orb has been collected. The Shield
Orb is useful for protecting the player from damage by enemies and other obstacles. It will shield the player for the rest of the

level, but can be destroyed once it is taken. Shield Power Orb: The Shield Power Orb is used to upgrade the Shield Orb into the
Super Shield Orb. The Super Shield Orb can protect the player from damage for 10 seconds. After this time has passed, the

shield will disappear and the orb can be destroyed. Haste 82157476af
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